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As I have shot a few weddings now, I have learnt that there are many 

aspects to consider beforehand, I have also noted some ideas from 

other photographers' that I know or follow on social media, which 

have helped me to increase my check list below. 

I have found that by photographing and helping to coordinate 

weddings, has given me the chance to improve as I learn and become 

more confident and knowledgeable on this particular field of 

interest, thus enhancing  my performance by undertaking the 

required research as well as to carefully plan and consider everything 

beforehand. 

I have been working on my bullet points that I produced about a year 

ago and added some more things 

Below are a few bullet points 

 Sign contract 

 Build a rapport  with the clients.  

 identify any specific needs 

 Ice braking portraits. (pre wedding shoot) 

 Discuss ideas the clients have  

 Establish a list of definite shots they want. 

 quantity of shots clients want  

 print media options e.g. albums,  photo book and frames 

 Establish locations / recce location (with clients) 

  Itinerary - ensuring both parties are on agreement and fully 

aware of photographs and order of shots for the full duration of 

the day/night. 



 Scout  ceremony and reception, speak with venue manager ask 

questions such as plug sockets for certain equipment such as 

lighting for a pop up studio etc... 

 group photograph locations  

 family  coordinator 

 backup plan regarding equipment and time management, 

ladder  

 backup plan for photographing indoors/under cover should 

weather be very wet and windy for example. 

 establish whether video is required or any other extras such as 

photo booth 

 decide on indoor and outdoor shots - look for good inspiring 

back grounds 

 Display shots at the reception area on the laptop etc 

 turn over time for photos 

 keep in touch client informed 

 Up selling offer add ons plus special offer on add ons which 

wouldn't of been discussed during contract etc 

 Meeting to discuss the chosen photos the client wants 

 follow up call  after, offer any more services 


